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WHY Electric School buses?
New Mexico school districts should have the option 
to renew aging diesel buses with clean Electric 
School buses, overcoming disincentives to adopt 
them. It would advance these legislative priorities:

1. Improve physical and mental health for ALL 
New Mexico students (thus addressing Yazzie 
Martinez mandates and absenteeism). 

2. Reduce recurring transportation and energy 
costs, allowing districts to repurpose those 
dollars to the classroom.

3. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions, help grid 
resilience, and place more public charging 
stations in rural communities.  
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The Clean School Bus will distribute $5 billion for Electric school buses.  The EPA program funding 
falls short of the full purchase price for ESB’s and required charging infrastructure.

For five buses,the grants were short $359,064.85 of actual costs, which the Las Cruces Public 
Schools made up from their own budget.  If they had replaced a diesel with a new diesel, 100% of the 

costs would have been paid. 

New Mexico has 2,007 school buses, of which more than 300 are retired each year. Districts have no 

costs and need do very little to replace an aged-out bus with another diesel. It takes more work and 

local funds to choose electric buses because adopting new technologies also requires more work 

than the status quo. The process should be just as easy for Electric as for Diesel buses!

THERE IS ONLY TWO MORE YEARS OF THE EPA PROGRAM – LET’S NOT MISS THIS 

OPPORTUNITY!

ELECTRIC SCHOOL BUSES:
The BIG OPPORTUNITY
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https://www.epa.gov/cleanschoolbus/clean-school-bus-program-grants


Five New Mexico Districts Go Electric via EPA program including Santa Fe

Albuquerque Public Schools were awarded 20 Electric 
buses in the 2024 awards. There are now thirty Electric 

School buses running or on order at present in N.M.
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NM LEGISLATIVE EDUCATION STUDY COMMITTEE REPORT ON SCHOOL 
TRANSPORTATION REPORT RECOMMENDS ELECTRIC SCHOOL BUSES

“Build a funding mechanism for electric 
school buses. … The legislature can 

provide funding for electric school buses, 
… State funds for electric school buses 
should be provided for districts that are 
ready to proceed with electric buses ..." 

Study of the Public School Transportation Distribution 
LESC Oct 12, 2023
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N.M. IS PROVIDING SOME HELP TO DISTRICTS

• SB 275 (2024) included funds to help school districts navigate the entirely new 
process of designing and installing the new technology needed for Electric 
School Buses. 

• $1,500,000 to plan, design, and construct infrastructure for fueling and charging 
stations for alternatively fueled buses statewide. 



Bus Replacements
District Owned Flowchart (courtesy of the P.E.D.)

STB sends bus replacement 
approval letter(s) to district.

District will obtain quote(s) from 
approved vendors; district will 
send selected quote to STB for 

approval; STB will approve quote 
& amount for completion of the 

grant agreement.

Once grant agreement is fully 
executed, a BAR needs to be 

submitted in OBMS. Fund 27178; 
Revenue 43202; Expenditure 

57312.

District will order and purchase 
new bus after BAR is approved.

District will submit RfR in OBMS 
once the bus is received and all 

applicable documentation is 
obtained.

STB will review and approve the 
RfR. Fiscal Grants Management 
approves the RfR and processes 

the reimbursement for the 
district.



CO SB22-193 (enacted 2022): created the electrifying school buses grant 
program to award grant money to school districts to help finance the 
purchase and maintenance of electric-powered school buses, charging 
infrastructure, the retirement of fossil-fuel-powered school buses.

FIVE OTHER STATES ARE SWITCHING OUT THEIR ENTIRE BUS FLEETS 
TO ELECTRIC AS THEIR OLD ONES AGE-OUT!

THE BILL (HB75, 2024) DOES NOT PROVIDE EXTRA 
FUNDING SUFFICIENT FOR ELECTRIC BUSES WHICH 
ARE NOT SUPPORTED BY THE U.S. E.P.A. CLEAN 
SCHOOL BUS PROGRAM.  OTHER LEGISLATIVE ACTION 
MAY EMERGE TO ACCOMPLISH THAT. 

Colorado Is Leading N.M. w/$65 million for ESB’s! 
Other States Going 100% Electric!
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Santa Fe expects enormously 
reduced fuel costs –
Up To $15,000 annually for buses 
they will run on their longer routes. 

Currently running their bus on a route 

up to 89 miles long, Santa Fe has 

plans for running even longer routes 

to gain greater fuel savings. “Our 

move to electric school buses is 

great for the environment and, 

most importantly, our students. “  

Santa Fe Public Schools 

Superintedent Chavez
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Increasing evidence has 

demonstrated the toxic effects of 

ultrafine particles, including those 

emitted from the bus itself.  Cancers 

as well as Asthma are linked. 

Children are particularly at risk 

because of their immature respiratory 

systems and higher breathing rates 

per body mass. 

Diesel school buses exhaust can 
harm students
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Academic performance increaseS with cleaner buses!

Districts see significant test score gains in English 

and smaller gains in math after their districts 

retrofitted older diesel buses. “Results suggest that 

engine retrofits [and zero emission ESB’s] can have 

meaningful and cost-effective impacts on health and 

cognitive functioning.”
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A school district operating an electric school bus can expect to see 
over $100,000 in lifetime fuel and maintenance savings, compared to 

an equivalent diesel bus. This can help offset the currently higher 
purchase price of an ESB.  The more miles driven by each bus, the 

greater the savings! 

MORE $ for Our Student’s Education, Less Wasted on Rising Fuel Costs!
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A RESOURCE FOR DISASTERS AND EMERGENCIES!

Last fall, Highland Electric Fleets and Thomas Built Buses helped supply 
electricity back to the grid for the first time in Massachusetts. The electric 
school bus discharged nearly 3 megawatt-hours of electricity total to the 
regional electric grid over the course of 30 events this summer.  

“We help with storing energy and stabilizing our local grid 

using the energy stored in the bus batteries,” said an official of 

the Cajon Valley Union School District (CVUSD) near San Diego, which 
transports 1,000 students and has seven electric school buses (ESBs) in its 
fleet. 

Vehicle to Grid: 14 States 
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COLD WEATHER, ROUGH MOUNTAIN ROADS NOT AN OBSTACLE

“The elevation at our bus garage is 7,500 

feet, and my route is above 9,000 feet. … I 

am impressed by its power when it climbs 

the long and steep Gore Pass on my route. 

This pass is rarely plowed…, and the 

electric bus’s performance has been 

excellent. Despite poor road conditions, the 

electric bus has never had any issues.” 

Bethany Aurin Transportation Director, West 

Grand School District, Colorado 
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Electric school buses drive just like their gasoline and 

diesel counterparts – and, in many ways, are actually 

simpler to drive. There are no gears to worry about. 

EVs are also early silent – with less noise, vibration and 

harshness than is typically associated with diesel or 

gasoline drivetrains. 

Drivers can hear more of what’s going on in the bus, 

visibility can be improved due to fewer constraints from 

engine placement, and both students and drivers are 

less stressed from quieter rides. 

DRIVERS LOVE THE BUSES 
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• ACT NOW SO DISTRICTS CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 

THE LAST TWO YEARS OF THE FEDERAL FUNDS!!

• Provides a cleaner, healthier bus ride for students.

• Provides a path to reduce future state transportation 

funding to school districts. Fighting inflation!

• Provides a funding mechanism so that a district does 

not have to spend more money to adopt an ESB than it 

does to buy a diesel or gasoline bus. The process would 

be just as easy as applying for funds to buy a diesel bus
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ALLOWING DISTRICTS TO GO ELECTRIC IS A WIN WIN, WIN
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